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ABSTRACT Text-conditioned outfit recommendation aims to recommend a whole fashion outfit that
satisfies the compatibility between the recommended items and given items and adheres to the text condition
like ‘‘Paradise Tropical Vacation’’ or ‘‘60s Style’’. Using text description as a condition can provide users
with a flexible and accurate way to retrieve and recommend fashion items but this problem is underexplored
by existing studies. A challenge of text-conditioned outfit recommendation is how to encode and fuse the
outfit text description and fashion item images and text. To solve this, this paper proposes a framework
for this task which features a hybrid attention layer that constructs the relationship between outfit text
description and fashion items for condition compliance, and the relationship between fashion items for
internal compatibility. To encode fashion item features, our method uses pre-trained FashionCLIP as an
extractor which significantly reduces the trainable parameters compared to previous methods training CNN
from scratch. The whole outfits are generated by iteratively adding compatible items based on a given partial
outfit. Compared with state-of-the-art methods on polyvore disjoint and non-disjoint datasets, our approach
can achieve 3% relative improvement in compatibility prediction AUC, achieve 5% relative improvement
in fill-in-the-blank accuracy; achieve 19% relative improvement on complementary item retrieval recall at
different ranks in average. Besides, We demonstrate that our approach can recommend a whole outfit with
inner compatibility and adhere to the text description.

INDEX TERMS Fashion recommendation, conditional recommendation, multimedia recommendation,
visual fashion analysis, transformer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recommending an outfit conditioned on text involves using
existing fashion items in a database to create an outfit that sat-
isfies the compatibility between items and complies with the
text condition. This task leads to a more accurate and flexible
fashion recommendation experience. For the accuracy aspect,
depending on the outfit text description, the same partial
outfit can be used to generate different compatible outfits. For
example, as illustrated in Fig. 1, a floral blouse can be used to
create an outfit with bikini bottoms for a ‘‘Paradise Tropical
Vacation’’ or an outfit with retro-style shoes and shorts
for a ‘‘60s style’’ theme. The outfit text can constrain the
recommendation for users need. Without a text description,
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the number of possible outfits would be much larger. For
the flexibility aspect, users can use natural language as
the condition to compose an outfit instead of providing an
image [1] or using limited style category [2], which is more
convenient and intuitive. The benefit for society of building
a better fashion recommendation system includes improving
the shopping experience, improving business efficiency,
empowering fashion economics, providing small brandsmore
visibility, etc. Besides, using natural texts as a condition can
adapt to more scenarios than using style categories condition.
Therefore, it can reduce the environmental impact of the
training model since it can reduce the model retraining times.

Recent fashion recommendation studies have explored
complementary item retrieval (CIR) task [3] and style-
conditioned outfit recommendation [2]. These tasks are
similar to our task, but cannot achieve the goal of generating
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FIGURE 1. Compatible outfit conditioned on different outfit text
descriptions.

outfits from text with internal compatibility and condition
compliance. The CIR task aims to retrieve the last item given
a partial outfit, the situation when there are not sufficient
items in the given outfit is not discussed. Moreover, most CIR
approaches [3], [4], [5], [6] do not consider the text condition,
this may have little effect when there aremany items are given
as constraints, however, when there are few given items the
generated outfit without text condition can be less accurate to
users’ need. Style-conditioned outfit recommendation [2] is
conditioned on style categories with limited numbers, which
is less flexible than outfit text description. Li et al. [7] has the
same goal as our work, but they implemented this by forcing
each item representation, instead of an outfit representation,
to be close to the outfit text description. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, very few studies have been conducted
to recommend outfits conditioned on text description.

One challenge of outfit recommendation conditioned on
text is how to efficiently encode the outfit images and text,
as well as the outfit text description. There are two steps to
encode an outfit into an embedding,: 1) encode each item
image and text in the outfit; 2) fuse the item embeddings
into an outfit embedding. For encoding fashion items images
and text, early works trained a convolutional neural network
from scratch in an end-to-end manner, but this requires
many parameters when the item number in the outfit is
large. Recent work finds pretrained CLIP model with fashion
domain data [8] named FashionCLIP can achieve similarly
or outperform classification and retrieval tasks, therefore,
we use FashionCLIP to encode fashion item images, as well
as outfit text description. As a result, we find it performs
similarly to a model trained from scratch in the compatibility
tasks. For fusing outfit representation, we use transformer [4]
to encodemultiple item features. To construct the relationship
between outfit text description and fashion items, we tried to

use cross attention [9], which put text description as the key
and value of the attention layer, and item features as the query,
but we find this design does not have interaction between text
description and item features, and between item themselves.
Therefore, we propose a hybrid attention layer to implement
these interactions.

We introduce a framework implementing the above ideas
for recommending outfits conditioned on text. Firstly, we use
FashionCLIP to extract fashion item features instead of
a trainable convolutional neural network. Then a hybrid
attention layer is used to interact with outfit text descriptions
and fashion items and within items. The outfit is generated
in an iterative way each step adding one compatible based on
the given partial outfit and outfit text description. To compare
with previous work, we evaluate the performance of compat-
ibility prediction, fill-in-the-blank, and complementary item
retrieval tasks on the Polyvore and Polyvore-D datasets [6].
The experiment shows that our method can achieve state-of-
the-art performance on all tasks with outfit text conditions.
To evaluate the outfit recommendation quality and condition
compliance quantitatively, we propose two metrics: average
cosine similarity and conditional compatibility prediction
score. The experiment results show that our approach can
recommend outfits with internal compatibility and condition
compliance.

To summarize, our main technical contributions are:

• We introduce a framework for text-conditioned outfit
recommendation. It features hybrid attention to interact
between outfit text descriptions and item features.

• We show that using FashionCLIP features can achieve
similar performance with a trainable CNN model in
compatibility tasks, and it is parameter efficient.

• We conducted experiments to show that our approach
can achieve state-of-the-art performance on compat-
ibility prediction, fill-in-the-blank, and complemen-
tary item retrieval tasks on Polyvore and Polyvore-D
datasets. We also propose two metrics to evaluate the
outfit recommendation quality and condition compli-
ance quantitatively.

II. RELATED WORK
A. FASHION COMPATIBILITY RECOMMENDATION
The studies of fashion compatibility recommendation so
far can be grouped into two ways. One group focuses on
pairwise compatibility. It trains a model to transform fashion
item image or text information into embedding, and then
calculate the distance between each pair of items as their
compatibility. These methods can be extended to outfit
compatibility prediction by using the average of each distance
as the score. When conducting complementary item retrieval,
the candidate item has to be calculatedwith each existing item
in the outfit. The lack of outfit representation makes it have
to do more calculations and achieve suboptimal performance.
To get outfits containing multiple fashion item images, the
strategy includes using clean product images or integrating
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detection technique with whole-body images [10], [11]. The
other group of methods focuses on outfit representation.
It firstly extracts features from each fashion item image and
text by a trainable CNN [12] or pretrained models [13],
then encodes the whole outfit using a sequence model such
as LSTM [12] or transformer [4]. The outfit representation
can be used for outfit compatibility prediction and retrieval.
Currently, the transformer method shows advantage than
other methods in outfit compatibility tasks according to [4].
Context is important for fashion compatibility, even with

the same partial outfit, different outfits can be recommended
under different contexts. The context can be user perfer-
ence [14], [15], [16], style category [2], body shape [17],
scene image [1], or outfit text descripition. We propose to use
an outfit text as context because it has advantages such as
being easier to get than an image and more flexible to change
than categorical style information. This was firstly proposed
by Li et al. [7]. They implemented this idea by forcing each
item embedding close to the global text embedding. Very few
studies follows this work to the best of our knowledge. Our
study aims to push the boundary of this task further.

B. VISION-LANGUAGE PRETRAINED MODELS IN FASHION
DOMAIN
The Vision-Language Pre-Trained Models (VL-PTMs) can
be used for many downstream tasks such as cross-modal
matching (retrieval), cross-modal reasoning (VQA), con-
tent generation (image captioning) without retraining on
a specific dataset. It not only takes fewer parameters
but also achieves better performance according to recent
research [18]. While many VL-PTMs are trained in the
general domain, there are some studies pretrained models in
the fashion domain by taking care of the characteristics of the
fashion domain. The pretrained vision-language models in
the fashion domain can achieve better performance on fashion
tasks.

FashionBERT [19] used a single-stream architecture
similar to VL-BERT [20]. It uses patch-based representation
on the image side to make the model pay more attention to
fine-grained information since the RoIs used in the general
domain [18], [21] are not suitable here. KaledioBERT [22]
improves previous work by adopting three strategies for the
fashion domain: 1) use different scales to split the image
into patches; 2) mask text-aligned area in images; 3) design
different pretraining tasks for better image understanding.
More recently, MVLT [23] proposes masked raw image
reconstruction as the pre-trained task to enhance the model
image side.

Apart from BERT structure, FashionCLIP [8] uses CLIP
architecture [24] and contrastive learning to pretrain the
model, it achieves better performance on zero-shot classifica-
tion and retrieval on four fashion datasets than CLIP models.
As observed in the general domain [25], the BERT struc-
ture pretrained model performs better on vision-language

understanding tasks such as VQA, and dual encoder like
CLIP performs better on retrieval tasks.

C. CONDITIONAL CONTENT GENERATION
Conditional content generation has achieved impressive
success in image [9], [26], music [27], and video [28]
fields. To enable the generative model to generate content
conditioned on text, they use cross attention layer [29], [30]
which uses both context and intermediate content represen-
tation for the output calculation. The context condition is
usually preprocessed into a fixed-length vector, therefore the
condition can be from different modalities such as text, sketch
for images, whistle for audio, and so on.

However, we find that the cross attention layer is not
enough for text-conditioned outfit recommendation, since it
does not have an interaction between text and item features,
and between item features. Therefore, we extend the cross
attention layer to the hybrid attention layer to recommend
outfits conditioned on text prompts, the text prompts are
encoded by pretrained FashionCLIP model [8].

III. PROPOSED METHOD
To recommend outfit conditioned on outfit text description,
our framework retreives next item iteratively based on outfit
text and given items, which is similar to generative language
model predicts next word based on previous words. Fig. 2
shows the single step of recommending next item. The
partial fashion items and outfit text descripitions are encoded
into feature vectors. To handle outfits with uncertain item
numbers, the features will be padded with zeros into a
fixed maximum item number. Since padded values are zero,
the padding position will not affect other positions after
attention layers. Then, the padded features will be fed into a
transformer model with hybrid attention layer for interaction.
The output target embedding will be used for retrieving the
next fashion item.

In the following content, Section III-A will introduce how
we encode the fashion item images and text. Section III-Bwill
introduce how we use hybrid attention layer to generate the
target embedding conditioned on outfit text and given items.
Section III-C will introduce the outfit generation procedure.

A. REPRESENTATION OF FASHION ITEMS
We use pretrained model to extract image and text features
of fashion items instead of a trainable CNN like previous
works [4], [6], [12]. Specifically, we use FashionCLIP to
encode fashion item images and outfit text description.
Additionally, we use SentenceBERT [31] to encode fashion
item text description follows [4] to provide a rich information.
We do not use FashionCLIP to encode fashion item text
since the image feature and text feature of the same item
can be similar in a CLIP model. We chose a multilingual
version (distiluse-base-multilingual-cased-v2) of Sentence-
BERT since there are different languages in the fashion item
text.
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FIGURE 2. The illustration of the hybrid attention layer for generating the next fashion item based on the outfit text description and given fashion
items.

Formally, in each single item recommendation step, our
model will use an outfit text description To, partial outfit with
image and text description {(I1,T1), (I2,T2), . . . , (IL ,TL)},
and target item category Ttgt as input. We use FashionCLIP
to encode the outfit text description, which can be annotated
as ϕ(To) ∈ Rd1 . For each item in the outfit, we use
FashionCLIP to encode the image and SentenceBERT to
encode the text description, which can be annotated as
ϕ(Ii) ∈ Rd1 and τ (Ti) ∈ Rd2 , where d1 and d2 are the
dimensions of the feature vector encoded by FashionCLIP
and SentenceBERT respectively. Before feeding into the
following hybrid attention layer, image features and text
features are transformed into the same dimension by another
linear layer. The transformed features can be annotated as
ϕ′(Ii) ∈ Rd3 and τ ′(Ti) ∈ Rd3 . The feature of each item can be
written as Fi = (ϕ′(Ii)∥τ ′(Ti)), where ∥ is the concatenation
operation. Multiple item features can be represented as a
matrix F ∈ RL×(d3+d3). We add a special target token
combined with target item category text at the first place of
the input. The output at this place is considered as the target
embedding. The target token and encoded category text can
be represented as (xtgt∥τ ′(Ttgt )) ∈ R(d3+d3). The outfit text
description embedding is also transformed by a linear layer
as ϕ′(To) ∈ R(d3+d3) so it can be concatenated with F for the
following hybrid attention layer.

B. HYBRID ATTENTION LAYER
The hybrid attention layer is used to to create a mixed
understanding of partial outfit and outfit text description. The
hybrid attention layer is defined similar to other attention
layer as Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax(QK

T
√
dk
)V , but the

difference is the setting of query, key and value as is shown
in Fig. 2.

The query contains not only the fashion item features but
also a speical target token xtgt . The target token position
output a global representation of outfit similar to ViT
model [32]. The target token combined with target item text

can be used to retrieval next item with item text descrption
condition, but in our experiment, we only use category such
as ‘‘Tops’’ as the item text description.

For the key and the value, the self-attention layer uses the
same input as the query which is item features in our problem,
but the cross attention layer uses the condition representation
that is outfit text description. Using the self-attention layer
does not consider the condition but the interaction within
items. Using the cross attention layer will get output with
condition representation but lose the interaction within the
items. Our idea is to leverage the advantage of both sides, the
operation is to concatenate both item features and condition
representation into key and value therefore the output will
have the conditioning content and interaction with item
features. The query, key, and value can be written as:

Q = WQ · [(xtgt∥τ ′(Ttgt))∥F],

K = WK · [ϕ′(To)∥F],

V = WV · [ϕ′(To)∥F]. (1)

The hybrid attention layer is used to build a transformer
decoder model. We use the output embedding c at the target
token position for retrieving the next item. Another MLP
layer is added to it for model capacity t = ϵmlp(c). During
the training, the learnable parameters including transformer
decoder parameters ϵtrans, MLP layers ϵmlp, target image
token xtgt , and linear encoder of image and text features.

Themodel parameters are optimized with amargin ranking
loss. It forces the target item embedding moves closer to
the positive embedding and farther apart from the negative
embeddings. The target item embedding is compared with
ground-truth embedding and multiple negative samples.
We sample relatively easy negatives at the early stage of
training and sample relatively hard samples by randomly
choosing from the same fine-grained categories candidates
at the later stage. We use cosine similarity as the distance
function beucase it has several advantages such as: insensi-
tivity to magnitude, suitable for high-dimensional data, and
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robustness to outliers. The loss function can be written as:

L(t, p,N ) = L(t, p,N )All + L(t, p,N )Hard

L(t, p,N )All =
1

|N |

|N |∑
j=1

[
d

(
t, f p

)
− d

(
t, f Nj

)
+ m

]
+

L(t, p,N )Hard =

[
d

(
t, f p

)
− min

j=1...|N |

d
(
t, f Nj

)
+ m

]
+

,

(2)

where p is the positive sample, and N is the multiple negative
samples.

C. OUTFIT GENERATION PROCEDURE
Our approach recommend outfits by iteratively retrieving
next item. In each step, the transformer will generate target
item embedding for retrieval based on given information.
If there is no item in the partial outfit, only the target item
token and outfit text will be input into the model.

To sample the next item, the item candidates in the dataset
will be ranked based on the cosine similarity with the target
item embedding. While evaluating metrics, the top-1 item
will be selected as the generated item for reproducibility.
To create diverse outfits, the candidates can be sampled with
weights such as the cosine similarity score.

IV. EXPERIMENT
A. DATASET
To conduct experiment, it requires the dataset contains
each item image and text in the outfits and outfit text
description. Therefore, the polyvore non-disjoint dataset (PO)
and polyvore disjoint dataset (PO-D) [6] are chosen for the
experiment. Both PO and PO-D dataset are collected from
polyvore.com which is a fashion website that people share
their outfits. The difference is the rule to split the training,
validation, and test set. In PO-D dataset, no garment item
appears in more than one split which is achieved by a graph
segmentation algorithm, but in PO dataset one garment item
could be in multiple splits. The PO dataset has 53,306 outfits
in training split, 5000 outfits in validation split, 10,000 in
test split, totally 365,054 unique items; the PO-D dataset has
16,995 outfits in training split, 3000 outfits in validation split,
15,154 outfits in test split, totally 175,485 unique items.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Hyperparameters The text of the fashion item is
encoded by a pretrained multilingual version (distiluse-
base-multilingual-cased-v2) of SentenceBERT [31] since
the descriptions in the dataset use different languages. The
fashion item image and text embeddings are linearly mapped
to 64 dimensions, the global text embedding is mapped to
128 dimensions. The dimension numbers are the same as
the previous study [4], therefore we can conclude that the
performance improvement is from hybrid attention instead of
other components. The maximum item number for padding
features is 16 for PO-D dataset and 19 for PO dataset. We use

TABLE 1. Compatibility Prediction Performance of different methods.

a transformer decoder with 3 layers and 16 heads and found
that the model capacity is enough for our task. The margin of
the ranking loss is set as 0.3. For each sample, we sample
10 negative samples per positive sample. We trained the
model for 100 epochs with batch size 50. The model is
optimized with ADAM optimizer, the initial learning rate is
5e-5, and the learning rate is decayed by 0.5 every 10 epochs.
We implemented this framework with PyTorch. A single
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU with 24GB memory was
used to accelerate the computation. We preprocessed the
images and text into embeddings before training the model.
After that, it takes about 2 hours to finish the training on
PO-D dataset and 5 hours on PO dataset thanks to removing
trainable CNN model.

Hard Negative Sampling The hard negative samples
are defined as the fashion item with the same fine-grained
category with the target. Since polyvore dataset has both
high-level category and fine-grained category for each item,
we use easy negative samples that has the same high-level
cateogry with targe fashion item in the first 40 epochs, then
use hard negative samples for the rest of the training.

1) PRETRAINING BY COMPATIBILITY PREDICTION TASK
We find initializing model parameters with compatibility
prediction task can improve the performance. Different
from previous work [4], our initialization only influences
the transformer parameters which model the relationship
between outfit text description and fashion item features.

C. COMPARE WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART
We compare our approach with the state-of-the-art baselines
including: Bi-LSTM [12], CSN [6], GCN [33], SCE-Net [5],
CSA-Net [3], OutfitTransformer [4], OutfitCoherence [7].
The following common outfit compatibility tasks are used for
the comparison:

• Compatibility Prediction (CP) is to use a binary
compatibility classification model to predict whether
the generated outfit is compatible which was firstly
proposed by [12]. It uses Area under Curve (AUC)
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of ROC curve of the predicted score as the evaluation
metric. The higher the AUC, the better the performance.

• Fill in the Blank (FITB) is to test whether the
model can correctly choose the target compatible item
to complete a partial outfit while there are 3 other
distractive candidates, which was proposed by [12].
It uses the accuracy of correctly answering the questions
as the evaluation metric. Higher accuracy means better
performance.

• Complementary Item Retrieval (CIR) evaluate model
ability to retrieve target complementary item from
the database to complete a partial outfit, which was
proposed by [3]. It uses recall at k (R@k) as the
evaluation metric, which is also often used by image
retrieval tasks [11], [34], [35], [36], [37]. The definition
of recall at k is the times the ground-truth item appears
in the top-k retrieved items divided by the number of test
samples, which can be written as:

R@k =
1
N

N∑
i=1

1(ri ≤ k), (3)

where N is the number of test samples, ri is the rank of
the ground-truth item in the retrieved items, and 1(ri ≤

k) equals to 1 if ri is less than k otherwise 0. Higher R@k
means better performance. We chose R@10, R@30, and
R@50, so the metric values can be larger and we can
conclude that the change is caused by method difference
instead of randomness.

We trained two models with our approach: one for CP task
and one for CIR task respectively. When the model is trained
on CP task, there is a binary classifier head append after the
target embedding, we use a binary cross entropy loss instead
of ranking loss during CP task. We train our model on the CP
task for two purposes: one is for initializingmodel parameters
when trained on the CIR task, and another is for evaluating
whether the geneted outfit is compatible. The model trained
on CIR task can be used for CP, FITB, CIR tasks. We trained
our model with and without outfit text description.

CP Performance with Model Trained by CP Task The
results of CP task of our model and compared methods are
shown in Table 1. It can be seen that when there is no
condition, the performance is still superior to the baselines.
This indicated that the FashionCLIP can extract effective
features for items.When there is a condition, the performance
is further improved, this says the outfit compatibility is
influenced by outfit text condition. This improvement also
says our framework can effectively use both the fashion item
information and outfit text description.

CPPerformance withModel Trained byCIRTaskEven
though when our model is trained with CIR task, the trained
model can be directly used for the CP task. We achieve this
by iteratively inputting the partial outfit items to get the target
item embedding, then using the average distance between the
target item embedding and the next ground-truth item as the
score of compatibility. The result of our methods is shown

in Table 1. It can be observed that when the model is trained
without conditioning, the performance on both PO-D and PO
set is similar to [4] and [7]. When using the hybrid attention
layer with conditioning, the performance is superior to other
compared methods. This result says that the model trained
with CIR task can generate target embedding similar to the
ground-truth item embedding. For the CP task, the model
trained on CP task performs better than the model trained
on the CIR task, this is because there is an additional binary
classifier head which can better fit the CP task.

FITB and CIR Performance The performance on the
FITB and CIR tasks are both evaluated with a model trained
on the CIR task. They are both achieved by retrieving
with target item embedding from candidates. On CIR task,
we use the same setting as CSA-Net [3]. In detail, we set
3000 candidates with the same fine-grained category for each
retrieval. When there are not enough candidates in the test
split, we used the items from the training split to fulfill.
We filtered out the fine-grained category with not enough
items. After that, there are 20/152 fine-grained categories are
kept in the PO-D dataset, and 33/143 categories are kept in
the PO dataset.

The result of the FITB and CIR task is shown in Table 2.
When there is no conditioning, we found the model can
also perform better than OutfitTransformer on PO-D which
trained ResNet50 from scratch, but our method has lower in
R@10, which could be due to ResNet50 can extract better
fine-grained features from pixels. Our method also performs
lower than OutfitTransformer on PO dataset, the reason is
PO dataset has more data therefore the ResNet50 can be
better trained than on PO-D dataset. When there is condition,
our model can use the outfit text description to make a
better prediction, it performs better than other compared
methods on all metrics. Our method performs better than
OutfitCoherence [7], which also uses outfit text as condition.
This indicates that the transformer architecture with hybrid
attention layer can better use the outfit text description and
fashion item features.

D. ABLATION STUDY
We evaluate the contribution of different components in our
method including: 1) compare hybrid attention with cross
attention, 2) the effect of hard negative sampling, 3) the
effect of pretrained model on CP task, 4) compare CLIP and
FashionCLIP features.

1) COMPARE WITH CROSS ATTENTION
To show the effect of hybrid attention layer, we compare
our model with cross attention layer. The setting of cross
attention layer in our experiment is make the key and value
in the attention layer be only the outfit text description
embeddings, it is identical to make the K and V tensors
in Fig. 2 only have the green part. The result is shown in
Table 3. It can be observed from the third and fourth rows
that the hybrid attention layer can improve the performance
on both FITB and CIR tasks with text-conditioning and
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TABLE 2. FITB and CIR performance of different methods.

TABLE 3. Ablation Study. The Cond, Hard, CA, HA, Pre stands for text-conditioning, hard negative sampling, cross attention, hybrid attention and CP
pretraining respectively.

TABLE 4. Ablation Study of CLIP and FashionCLIP features.

TABLE 5. Average Recall@k at different position of different methods.

hard negative smapling settings. It can also be seen from
second and third rows that the cross attention layer performs
better than self-attention layer. This indicates that outfit text
descripition conditioning can improve fashion compatibility
learning.

2) HARD NEGATIVE SAMPLING
As is shown in the first and second rows in Table 3,
training with hard negative samples in the later epochs can
improve the performance on both FITB and CIR tasks.
This says the model can learn more from the hard negative
samples.

3) THE EFFECT OF PRETRAINING
Table 3 shows that initializing parameters from the pretrained
model on the CP task can improve the performance on both
FITB and CIR tasks. The model trained by the CP task learns
to extract outfit representation which is helpful to the FITB
and CIR tasks.

4) COMPARE CLIP AND FASHOINCLIP FEATURES
We compare the model trained with CLIP and FashionCLIP
features. The results are shown in Table 4. The model trained
with FashionCLIP features can achieve better performance on
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FIGURE 3. Attention visualization of different layers in the transformer decoder.

both FITB andCIR tasks. This indicates that the FashionCLIP
can extract more effective features for fashion items.

E. ATTENTION VISUALIZATION
To understand how the outfit text embedding affect the output
of themodel, we visualize the attentionmap of themodel. The
result is shown in Fig. 3.
There are three characteristics we can see from the

attention map. First, in the first row of attention, the top left
position has the highest value nomatter which layer. Since the
first row is the target token position, it says that the features
of the target token position are mostly influenced by the text
condition embedding. Second, the first column has a higher
value than other columns, it means output embedding at each
postion are mostly influenced by the condition embedding.
Third, Apart from the area with high value, other areas
still have some value, which means the model still uses
the information from the item embedding, this enables the
model to construct a relationship between items and fuse the
condition embedding and item embedding.

F. EVALUATING GENERATED OUTFITS
Few works attempted to evaluate the model’s ability to
generate a whole compatible outfit. OutfitCoherence [7] used
cluster size and query-outfit coherence to evaluate generated
outfit quality and condition compliance. But we argue that
there is some inappropriateness. First is cluster size of
conditional generated outfits may not have a smaller cluster
size compared to unconditionally generated outfits, it could
also be cluster translation; Second is their query-outfit
coherence were calculated in a embedding space measuring
the distance between the single item and query text instead
of a fashion embedding space for general purpose, therefore
their score is not strictly indicates the outfit coherence.

To evaluate recommended outfits qualitatively, we propose
the following metrics:

• Average Recall at K (Avg R@k) at Different Posi-
tions: It is a metric that calculates the recall of
ground-truth items in each step of outfit generation;

• Average cosine similarity (ACS): It calculates the
similarity between generated outfits and original outfits
in FashionCLIP embedding space;

• Conditional Compatibility Prediction Score (CCPS):
It uses the score of compatibility prediction model to tell
whether the generated outfits are compatible;

• Query-Outfit Coherence: It evaluates whether gener-
ated outfits are correlated with outfit text description
which was proposed by [7].

The following contents will provide details of each evaluation
technique during the experiment. Besides, qualitative evalu-
ation was also conducted to show the results visually.

Average R@k at Different Positions Previous CIR task
only evaluates performance to fulfill the last item in the outfit,
but recommend a whole outfit need multiples steps therefore
R@k for the last item is not enough to evaluate the model
ability to generate a whole outfit. AvgR@k evaluates the ratio
that target item appears in the top k retrieved items in every
step. The formula of Avg R@k is:

Avg R@k =
1
P

P∑
i=1

1
Ni

Ni∑
j=1

1(ri,j ≤ k), (4)

where P is the step position number ranging from 1 to 16 in
PO-D dataset, and from 1 to 19 in PO dataset. Ni is the total
evaluation times at postion i, 1(ri,j ≤ k) is equal to 1 when
the rank of the ground-truth item ri,j is less than k otherwise
0.

We experimented on the test set of the PO-D dataset. For
the first step, only the outfit text description was used as
input to get target embedding. For other steps, one more
ground-truth item is added into the partial outfit, the model
uses a partial outfit combinedwith an outfit text description as
input. The compared methods including the recommendation
without condition, conditioned outfit recommendation using
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cross-attention, and conditioned outfit recommendation using
hybrid attention. The outfits has items without enough
candicates were filtered, after that, 11463 outfits were kept
in experiment.

The result is shown in Table 5. It can be seen that: 1)
When parital outfit length is small such as 0 and 1, The
cross attention layer and hybrid attention layer can achieve
better top-k recall than self attention without condition. This
is because the self attention setting uses existing items in the
partial outfit to retrieve the next item, it cannot take advantage
of the outfit text description. When there is no item pro-
vided, no information is provided for computing the output
embedding for retrieval therefore the performance is low,
the cross attention can use outfit text description to retrieve
the next item, the performance is clearly better than the No
Condition setting. 2) When the length is large, self attention
is better than cross attention. This is because the cross
attention layer has only text description in key and value,
according to the attention formula Attention(Q,K ,V ) =

softmax
(
QKT
√
dk

)
V ,the output is a weighted sum of outfit text

embeddings, it does not fuse information from fashion item
features. When the length is larger than 0, the No Condition
setting starts to use existing items as the information for
recommendation but the cross attention cannot use this part
of the information. 3) the hybrid attention can perform
better than cross attention and self attention. This is because
it makes the key and value a concatenation of outfit text
description embedding and item embeddings, take advantage
of both self attention and cross attention. When the length
is 0, it can leverage the outfit text description even better than
the cross attention setting, when the length is larger than 0,
it performs better than other methods because using both
item embeddings and outfit text description embeddings to
compute the output embeddings for retrieval.

Average Cosine Similarity When there is enough given
item in the partial outfit, the model should generate outfits
visually similar to the original outfit, we can use the similarity
between generated outfit and the original outfit to evaluate the
model ability to generate compatible outfits with adherence.
Therefore, we propose to use average cosine similarity (ACS)
as metric which measure similarity between each item in the
generated outfit and original outfit, then use the average as
the outfit similarity. It can be written as:

ACS =
1
N

N∑
i=1

1
Pi

Pi∑
j=1

fi,j · f ∗
i,j

∥fi,j∥∥f ∗
i,j∥

, (5)

where fi,j is the FashionCLIP embedding of the j-th item in
the i-th generated outfit, f ∗

i,j is the FashionCLIP embedding
of the j-th item in the i-th original outfit, N is the number of
outfits, Pi is the number of items in the i-th outfit. We ignore
the outfit without enough items during calculation.

The result of ACS is shown in Table 6. It can be seen
that there is a trend that the more items are kept, the higher
ACS will be achieved. This is reasonable since the more
items are kept, the more constraint the model will have.

TABLE 6. The results of average cosine similarity (ACS) and conditional
compatibility prediction score (CCPS).

FIGURE 4. Illustration of correlation between outfit text descripition and
outfit features.

The model with hybrid attention can achieve higher ACS
than the model with cross attention, this is because the
hybrid attention can build a relationship between items and
a relationship between outfit text and items. The method
with outfit text description can achieve higher ACS than
the method without outfit text description. The ACS of the
method with no condition significantly dropped because
there first item is only generated with a category constraint
therefore the generated outfit is highly possible to be different
from the original outfit.

Conditional Compatibility Prediction Score Condi-
tioned compatibility prediction model can predict whether an
outfit is compatible with the outfit text description. We can
use the prediction score as the metric to evaluate the model
ability to generate compatible outfits and adhere to the text
description. The result is shown in Table 6. It can be seen
that more kept items lead to a relatively lower score, this
may be because the compatibility prediction model learns a
slightly different compatibility pattern from the dataset, less
kept items can give the model more flexibility to generate
the compatible outfit the model learned. In general, the table
shows that the model with hybrid attention can achieve a
higher score than the model with cross attention, and the
method with condition can achieve a higher score than the
method without condition by comparing different methods.

Query-Outfit Coherence To verify the recommended out-
fits adhere to text description, we choose 500 text descripition
from the PO-D test set for recommending outfits. There
are 124750 different pairs of different outfits. We calculate
the correlation coefficient between the distance of outfit
text description representation and the distance of outfit
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FIGURE 5. Compare the generated outfit using hyrid attention method
and the original outfit in the dataset. Each outfit text description
generates 3 outfits by keeping 0, 1, 2 items in the original outfit.

representation. Different from [7], our outfit representation is
the mean vector of FashionCLIP features. The result is shown
in Fig. 4, this indicates that the model can generate outfits
with similar representation when the outfit text descriptions
are similar.

Qualitative Evaluation of GeneratedOutfitsWe provide
a qualitative evaluation by showing the generated outfits
visually. The qualitative evaluation is conducted as follows:
for each original outfit, we generate 3 different Outfits by
keeping 0, 1, and 2 items in the original outfit. It is like a
real scenario the user may provide only outfit text or provide
both outfit text and partial items.

The results are shown in Fig. 5. It can be observed that
when there is no kept item, the generated outfits still keep
internal compatibility, but they can be different from the
original outfit, especially in the color and pattern aspect. The
difference is mainly due to different the first item since the
following items should be compatible with the first item.

FIGURE 6. Visualization of generated outfit with no condition, with cross
attention and with hybrid attention.

When the first item is kept, the generated outfit is under
enough constraints to look similar to the original outfit.When
there are 2 items kept, the difference between keeping 1 item
is not very clear.

Compare Conditional Generation with Unconditional
GenerationWe visualize generated outfit with no condition,
with cross attention and hybrid attention in Fig. 6. It can
be seen that the outfit generated with no condition can be
inconsistent with the outfit text description, for example,
in the first case with the query ‘‘mermaid for life’’, the
unconditional generated outfit only tries to be compatible
with the first black shoes, but conditional outfit generation
will also try to adhere to the keyword ‘‘mermaid’’.

Visualizing Recommended Outfit Conditioned on Dif-
ferent Outfit Text To visually verify the recommended
outfits can be conditioned on different text description,
we conducted specific case study and the results are in
Fig. 7. It can be observed that the model can recommend
different outfits from different text descriptions. For example,
the outfit based on the text ‘‘Sports’’ includes sports shoes
while keep color similar to the bag. The outfit based on
‘‘Paradise Tropical Vacation’’ includes bikini style item. This
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FIGURE 7. Visualization of recommended outfits with different outfit text
description with test set of PO-D dataset.

FIGURE 8. Visualization of recommended outfits with multinomial
sampling.

result indicates that our model can generate different outfits
from different text descriptions and corresponding to the text
content.

Multinomial Sampling Strategy The recommendation
results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows that an compatbile outfits
recommended by the model tend to be similar color. One
reason is that many compatible outfits in the dataset are in
similar color. Another reason is our method uses a iterative

FIGURE 9. The effect of K value in multinomial sampling to CCPS, ACS,
and color diversity.

process and tries to select the most compatible item in
each step. For example given a red handbag, our retrieval
algorithm gives a red dress the highest score in the compatible
candidates as is shown in the Fig. 10. If the first and second
item are in the same red color, the third item will be more
possible in the same color. However in reality it still needs to
consider the diversity of the outfit.

One solution is to use multinomial sampling during the
recommendation. As shown in Fig. 10, the top-k retrieved
compatible items by our method can be in different colors.
Multinomial sampling can give the not first candicates chance
to be chosen then the model can generate more diverse
outfits. During experiment, we used the similarity value
between target item embeddings and candicate embeddings
as the possiblity for multinomial sampling. We visualized
recommended outfit with only first candidates and with
multinomial sampling in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the
outfits with multinomial sampling are more diverse in color.
Furthermore, we analyzed the effect choice of K candicates to
the compatibility and color diversity quantitatively. We used
ACS and CCPS to express the compatibility. To calculate the
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FIGURE 10. Visualization of top-k retrieved compatible candidates.

color diversity of an outfit, we first remove the background
in item image with U2-Net [38], then convert the image to
LAB color space, and calculate the bhattacharyya distance of
color histogram of every pair of items in the outfit. The color
diversity of an outfit is the average of the distance of every
pair of items. The result is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that
with the K value increases from 1 to 200, the ACS and CCPS
drops linearly, but their values still hold a hight level. This
indicates that the recommended outfits are still compatible.
The color diversity increases with the K value increases and
converge to the color diversity of original outfits average, this
indicates that the recommended outfits are more diverse in
color.

G. LIMITATIONS
In the experiment, we found that the current method may not
capture specific items in the outfit description, for example,
if the outfit description is ‘street style with a black t-shirt’
while partial outfit items are all in red, then the generated
outfitmay still choose a red t-shirt. The reason is the condition
conflict between outfit text and partial items. If the other
items are all red, the model may choose a red t-shirt for
compatibility consideration and ignore the outfit text.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This is study introduce an approach to recommend fashion
outfit from text description. Our approach use hybrid
attention layer to interact between outfit text description and
outfit item, and within outfit items. We also use FashionCLIP
to encode fashion item images and text efficiently and effec-
tively. We evaluate our model on CP, FITB, and CIR tasks
and show that it can achieve the state-of-the-art performance.

We also illustrate that our model can recommend outfits with
internal compatibility and outfit text compliance qualitatively
and quantitatively.
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